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75% of US companies now rely on public cloud platforms, and a quarter of them
plan to move all infrastructure and apps to the cloud. As they navigate the digital
transformation journey, most enterprises face two major challenges: Not all
applications and data can easily migrate to cloud networks. Plus,
misconfiguration or unauthorized access can quickly lead to cloud security
breaches.
Amid inevitable challenges, how can your enterprise achieve peak cloud
success? In this edition of The View, discover how you can harness the true
potential of emerging technologies and concepts for a cloud-first, IoT-driven
future. Additionally, we share with you the biggest cloud-related tech
acquisitions of the first half of 2021.

Boosting a cloud-first enterprise
5G Edge: Implications for enterprises
90% of industrial enterprises will utilize the 5G
edge ecosystem by 2022. Here's how 5G Edge
can lead your business towards an agile, efficient,
and IoT-driven future. >>

Benefits of multi-cloud deployments
Organizations prefer to work with multiple private
and public clouds to deploy their
applications. Learn how this best-of-breed solution
can help your enterprise. >>

SASE: Bringing cloud security to SD-WAN
A new network category known as Secure Access
Service Edge (SASE) has emerged as a remarkable
solution to cloud challenges that enterprises with
traditional SD-WAN face. >>

Recently announced global deals suggest that companies are using a
3-stage M&A analysis to further improve customer stickiness during
this time of technology disruption. To learn how your company can
benefit from our insight-driven innovation insights, contact us today.

Through the lens of industry experts
“With a strong hybrid cloud strategy, organizations can harness the power of
cloud-native applications to achieve faster data insights, increased employee
productivity, and better customer experiences.”
- Srinivas Rao, Senior Director - System Engineering, Dell Technologies

Not to be missed

[CASE STUDY] Integrated research
solution helps a leading technology
firm to fuel timely decision-making >>

[CASE STUDY] Industry impact
analysis of COVID-19 helps a telecom
giant to make effective account-based
decisions >>

Other recent stories
Cloud computing will be a goldmine in the post-pandemic era
The real year of 5G: What does it mean for Cloud?
Leveraging XaaS to fuel digital transformation
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